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Welcome to the third issue of Perspective
– Plan’s magazine that takes a step back
from the noise, to take a long view of
developments in design, technology and
business. It’s been awhile since the last
issue, so we’ve packed this one with extra
goodness.
The loose theme of this issue is navigating
ambiguity in its many forms. In the opening
feature Debbie Nathan, our research guru,
advises on how best to uncover user insights
within the context of agile product and
service development (p6).
Next up Dom Fried-Booth steps back from
Apple’s recent product announcements
to look at how they manage to take – and
pursue – a long view in the frenetic world of
tech. He follows that with a review of some
of the cultural and behavioural challenges of
designing ‘chatbots’ (p16).
Our Killer stats shine a light on some shifts
that confound expectations of national
stereotypes and how people are reading and
buying music (p14).

In a version of a Q&A article first published
in the Design Management Review, I address
how design leaders can best thrive in a
rapidly evolving landscape (p26).
In a debut article by Josh Allsopp, a
packaging design Planner, he uncovers some
surprising facts that question some of the
assumptions behind the new war on sugar,
and offers suggestions on how brands can
thrive in the new atmosphere (p34).
Finally, we dip into the Plan archive where I
explore some of the challenges of designing
global products that cater for cultural
differences (p40).
We hope some of these points of view
resonate with some of your live topics,
and we would love to hear your thoughts
on these and subjects you’d like to see
addressed in future issues.
Happy reading,
Kevin McCullagh
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Review
Notable developments from the last nine months

January

February

March

April

May

June

RIP Richard Sapper

Samsonite acquires Tumi

RIP Zaha Hadid

Nokia acquires Withings

Apple invests in Didi

UK votes to leave the EU

Design lost one of the great postwar industrial designers. A German
who made his home in Milan,
Richard Sapper will be remembered
for classics such as the Tizio lamp
for Artemide, the Bollitore kettle
for Alessi and his corporate design
work at IBM.

With a keen eye on growth in Asia,
the luggage goliath Samsonite
moved into the super-premium
segment by bagging Tumi
for $1.8bn.

2016 took another design hero,
Iraqi-born British architect Zaha
Hadid. Edwin Heathcote put it
best: ‘Very few designers invent an
entirely new architecture. Hadid did.’

Nokia took a step into digital health
by acquiring Withings for 170 million
Euros. Its 200-strong team will now
join Nokia’s preventive health and
patient care teams, which will be led
by the former Withings CEO,
Cédric Hutchings.

Apple sank $1bn into China’s
biggest ride-sharing company and
Uber’s biggest rival in that country,
to ‘learn more about certain
segments of the China market.’
Uber sold its operations to Didi
and exited the Chinese market two
months later.

In Britain’s biggest-ever electoral
turnout voters shocked the
establishment by voting for Brexit by
52% to 48%. In September a British
design manifesto was published,
which, among other issues,
demanded that ‘EU employees
already working for UK design
firms must be allowed to remain
in the country.’

July

August

September

Burberry replaces its
designer CEO

Tesla buys SolarCity

Apple announces AirPods

Elon Musk, the busiest guy in Silicon
Valley, pulled off the acquisition of
the solar power company for $2.6bn
in stock, the vision being to create
a ‘one-stop experience’ combining
renewable energy, batteries and
transportation.

Apple’s $150 wireless earphones
were greeted with much mirth as
gimmicky headphones. With their
sophisticated customer W1chip
and impressive microphones.
Another way to see them is Apple’s
further move towards voice-based
interaction as seen in Joaquin
Phoenix’s movie Her.

Christopher Bailey, the first design
director ever to be made a CEO of
an international brand, was replaced
with a luxury-industry veteran
in a boardroom shake up, after
losing a fifth of its market
value during his tenure.
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Research   in   an
agile   world
A hybrid approach
:Debbie Nathan
September 2016

Research in
an agile   world
A hybrid approach
:Debbie Nathan
September 2016
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Define
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Diagram 2

Quick-and-dirty prototypes can
trigger conversations early in
development.

Design research
has changed
In the 1990s, when the term ‘design
research’ emerged, the fledgling
practice faced a credibility problem,
as many designers were resistant
to consumer input. Today, most
designers appreciate that consumer
insights can inspire their work and
provide powerful support for their
product rationale. Designers and
researchers who understand each
other’s fields are embraced by the
entire design world.

Design and design research have
traditionally adopted an approach
known as the ‘Waterfall’ method,
a sequential, non-iterative process
in which progress flows steadily
downwards like a waterfall. The
project progresses down through the
opportunity-discovery phase and the
definition phase, before moving on to
design-development and delivery, with
research focusing on each stage in the
design process. While using research at
key stages in the design process is still
relevant, increasingly design research
needs to work in agile environments,
requiring an alternative approach.
In this article, we explore a mix of
Waterfall and Agile approaches.
While both Waterfall and Agile still
remain relevant, we believe that this
hybrid approach, where you can more
easily plan to be agile, can provide a
powerful third way to conduct design
research in a more time-pressured
commercial environment.
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Both Waterfall and Agile
have their place
We use research to complement
product and service development.
When these processes change, so, too,
do the requirements of the research.
Design research falls into two main
categories: Formative, in which
research helps you define the problem
you’d like to design a solution for, and
Evaluative, where research evaluates
an existing or new design solution.
In Agile, both formative and evaluative
methods of research are in sync with
each other, helping to continually
feed back to the development team.
The learning objectives are similar to
Waterfall, but the cadence and nature
of this type of approach requires a
new way of thinking about how best
to complement product and service
development. A Waterfall sequence
of events can be seen in diagram 1.

Agile development
has not cast aside
the Waterfall
method, since
both hold certain
merits.

Increasingly, especially for digital
development, this sequence of events
is less fixed. In this agile world, the
sequence of events can be seen
in diagram 2.
Even in a design world that demands
its results quickly and in a leaner way,
Agile development hasn’t replaced
the Waterfall method, since both hold
certain merits.
Waterfall particularly suits the
development of physical products,
since physical developments require
time and money to produce, making
it harder to experiment with early
launches.
On the flip side, Agile suits digital more
than physical development due to the
significantly shorter and more naturally
agile development lifecycle. This allows
software and services to be launched
during very early-stage development
and evaluated in context by real users.

The challenges of Agile
Uncertainty is challenging for larger
organisations where the business
depends on future growth, marketing
and sales find difficulty in Agile’s
inherent shift away from predictable
feature-based roadmaps. Resource
uncertainties and a lack of specific
deliverables make Agile research a
mean feat for budget allocation. The
fast and messy nature of Agile makes
it frightening for senior leadership.
Agile development has to face up
to existing hierarchical norms of
senior management, governance and
innovation process stage gates, all of
which can block progress or necessitate
delivery of meaningless metrics as a
measure of success. There are inherent
challenges to Agile development’s
integration of diverse skill sets –
researchers, designers, developers – as
tensions can escalate when each is
asked to be faster and leaner.
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App prototype
testing in labs can
provide sustained
research responses…

…other times it’s
more appropriate to
conduct in context
or in-home.

How other researchers have responded to the needs of Agile

A new hybrid approach
Waterfall is the better-known method – a linear approach,
it’s great for planning and rigour, but slow when it comes to
change. Agile methods offer great benefits, being collaborative,
iterative and lean, but can be wasteful as they plough ahead
without much strategic consideration.
At Plan, we’ve devised an alternative approach – one
that cherry picks the most useful aspects of Waterfall and
combines them with Agile’s ability to iteratively test and learn.

Hybrid Sequential then test and learn stages

Guerrilla research
Rather than a single methodology,
guerrilla research is more a mindset
characterized by rigour, time and cost.
Guerrilla methods remove barriers
to research for agile development,
but it does not mean poor execution.
Guerrilla is often applied either
through remote usability testing, or
through ‘approaching’ participants in
appropriate contexts.

PRO

– Quick, requiring little planning
– Cheap, requiring minimal resources
– Understands actual behaviour in
context, observing actual use in
real situations
– Designers and developers gather
insights first-hand.
– Removes lengthy reporting

CON

– Lacks insights gleaned over time with
the same individuals
– Non-researchers, questions,
or personal agenda skews
– Inability to pre-recruit the best
users for that stage of development
– Less time to plan the right
questions and best stimulus
to uncover deeper insights

Sometimes research calls
for in-situ interviews…

Pre-set Labs

Discover

Define

Test
Develop

Discover

Develop

Test

Define

Formative
Focus conversation with low-fi tools like paper
prototypes, before moving on to high-fi prototypes
to gain further insight.
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Evaluative

Pre-set labs are research labs consisting
of one-to-one, face-to-face interviews,
conducted alongside each individual
project sprint. Using pre-set labs means
that lab research is locked into the
process, regardless of other research
needs, offering at least some time for
the research team to plan.

PRO

– Ability to recruit more ‘on-target’
respondents
– Ability to plan for a specific
timeframe and therefore debrief the
research on a per-sprint basis
– Possibility for all disciplines to witness
feedback and learnings first hand

CON

– A fast tempo of the labs
means less time to design
the interview structure
– Pre-recruiting respondents
could result in the wrong
type of respondent
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Five steps
to a hybrid approach
Being flexible
doesn’t mean
giving up all
output guarantees

The hybrid
approach
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Budgeting for Waterfall is much
easier than for Agile, especially for
procurement purposes since you can
map out the exact deliverables and
schedule of delivery. Agile maps out
the scope of possible deliverables with
more flexible timelines, but that’s a
challenge to tie down for procurement.

A Waterfall approach provides the
ability to rigorously plan both the
methodology and learning objectives.
For an Agile approach, either the
methods are defined upfront such as
with ‘repeat labs’, or the team makes
do with a more flexible guerrilla
approach. In either instance, the
learning objectives are likely to be less
planned than in Waterfall, and they
may not always be accommodated by
either methodology.

Defining who you speak to and how
you engage with them can have a real
impact on understanding attitudes and
behaviours around a particular product
or service. The ability to define your
sample and methodologies upfront for
each sequential stage of work, means
Waterfall maximises learnings from
the right people in the right way. With
Agile, there is less ability to pre-recruit
respondents or to gain insights over
longer periods of time.

Nowadays we see collaboration
between functions, particularly with
Agile development. Functions tend to
stick to their own areas of expertise in
a Waterfall approach, but it can benefit
from teamwork. Agile mixes everyone
together, which can be beneficial but
can also see quality of functional
work decline.

Communication within the context
of Waterfall is usually bespoke and
designed to meet the objectives for
each stage of work. Time is given to
properly report back on the learnings,
which build from one stage to the
next. With Agile, there is less time
to consolidate learnings, with lean
measures such as brief summaries of
key findings and recommendations – or
no reporting at all, if the designers have
witnessed the research first-hand.

1

2

3

4

5

– Being flexible doesn’t mean giving
up all output guarantees. Agree
fixed types of deliverables, but not
necessarily a fixed timeline.
– Combine a fixed Waterfall ‘Discover’
and ‘Define’ phase upfront with a
flexible budget for ad hoc research as
test and learn commences.
– Be clear upfront about the number of
respondents and hours of research,
but agree that these may flex
depending on how these interviews
are conducted.

– Use the ‘Discover’ and ‘Define’
phases to align the full development
team on a plan with suggested
methodologies for how you might test
and learn for each learning objective
over the course of time.
– Involve the research team
throughout, from sprints to
retrospectives, so they can adjust
their focus – smoothly, since they’re
involved in the design discussions.

– Set up a panel of pre-recruited
participants you think will pay
dividends down the line. Brief the
panellists about their involvement
and incentives. Keep this panel
engaged as active testers and
they’ll provide points of view and
recount experiences to inform the
development process.
– Top up this panel or even recruit oneoff participants so you can benefit
from new and long-term users.
– Set up tools to manage and
communicate with this panel
including a clear respondent
framework for tracking responses,
and a digital research platform to
communicate with the panel – a great
springboard to test and learn from at
the drop of a hat.

– Use a research team that can identify
with all perspectives (design,
research and strategy). Researchers
with such a background can bring
insights to life in meaningful
and actionable ways, and free up
development teams, as research
teams can solve problems like early
mock-ups for research stimulus
– Involve design and development in
the research as much as possible.
Design and development teams
involved in the research first-hand
are more likely to get to actionable
insights faster.
– Involve the research team throughout
– in sprints and retrospectives, but
also in design sessions as the voice of
the consumer. By knowing the design
work inside and out, they are able to
shortcut to what is important, and
what and how to communicate this.

– Align the research cycles to the
development sprint cycles.
– Use templates that reference the
learning objectives to assist with fast
translation of insights as a means of
guiding the team.
– Hold mini research debriefs midsprint cycle to share high-level
insights as well as immediate
development actions.
– Keep track of all insights via an
insights database so that learnings
can be tracked back, developed and
evaluated over the course of time.
These can be applied to metric data
from the development cycle, to bring
them to life or add rationale – key for
reassuring senior exec teams of the
validity of results.

Flex on process
not outputs

Align development plan
and learning objectives

Set up an Agile
ecosystem

Integrate teams but
maintain functional
expertise

Set up a communication
infrastructure
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Killer
stats

Streaming was supposed to kill the music industry
- but latest stats show that digital disruption has
actually provoked a turnaround after two decades
of decline. Rising revenues came mainly from
streaming services, but the niche market for vinyl
is in rude health too, responsible for more revenue
than YouTube. That’s a case of style over substance:
it appears that as much as half the music purchased
on vinyl will be displayed, but never played.

+3.2%

Numbers that made us think

Global music sales rose to
$15bn in 2015, the fastest
growth since 1998.

People who buy vinyl
52%

have a turntable
they use

7%

Source: ICM Unlimited; Robert Cookson, ‘Music sales growing at fastest
rate since 1998’, Financial Times, 12 April 2016

It seems that the generation
that built Japan’s economic
miracle is feeling far from
prosperous. The response?
A grey crime wave.

14-19 yrs old
65 + yrs old

Jan 16

1
5
in

14

have no turntable

-70%

+ 0.4%

In Japan, offences committed by
the over-60s have outstripped those
by teenagers for the first time.

eBook

19,670
23,656
Number of people that are subject to police action

One in five prison inmates is over 60. The majority
of their sentences - 70% - are for petty crimes
linked to poverty, such as shoplifting. And these
aren’t one-off acts: the number of older Japanese
people jailed for their sixth repeat offence has
increased almost fivefold since 2003.

Source: Ishaan Tharoor, ‘In Japan, the elderly are
committing more crimes than teenagers, washingtonpost.
com’, 17 July 2015 and Leo Lewis, ‘Japan’s elderly turn to
life of crime to ease cost of living’, ft.com, 27 March 2016

Jun 16

Average monthly
earnings dropped
by 8% over the
last 20 years and
40% of the elderly
live alone.

vs
-1.6%

23.1m

We’re buying more books than ever
– but this rise is not down to eBooks.
Once predicted as the killer of physical
books and saviour of the industry, UK
eBook sales fell 1.6% in 2015, the first
drop in seven years; in contrast, physical
book sales rose for the first time in four
years, up 0.4%.
Source: Andrew Perrin, ‘Book Reading 2016’, Pew
Research Centre, 1 September 2016

eReaders sales have
tumbled, while printed
books trumped their
digital rivals in terms
of sales growth for the
first time in years.

7.1m
2011

41%

have a turntable,
but don’t use it

Units

2016

We’re buying fewer eReaders like
the Amazon Kindle, too. From a high
in 2011, only 7.1m will be sold in
2016, down a staggering 70%. As
more reading is done on phones
and tablets, eReaders look part of
the past than the future.
Source: AAP, ‘New AAP Figures Show Ebook Growth
Mostly Flat’, Digital Book World, 10 June 2015
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Prescient,
patient, atomic
What Apple’s ‘bad year’ tells us
about how it achieves success
:Dominic Fried-Booth
September 2016

While the Technorati was losing
its mind over 3.5mm of headphone
jack, it was easy to overlook what
has been a quietly stunning year
for Apple. Once a company that
distinguished itself primarily
through its products, closer
examination of 2016 shows how it
also distinguishes itself through
its business practices – and how
it turns conventional business
rules on their head – through three
specific practices: prescient vision,
strategic patience and atomic
control. All three of these are clearly
visible in the product evolutions
launched this year.
If you’re a pessimist, this year has
been a shocker for Apple. The firm
missed Q1 2016 earnings expectations
and iPhone sales struggled across the
year; in March, a cut-price iPhone SE
was launched as a desperate grab for
market share; in June, CEO Tim Cook
told Apple’s developer conference that
they had created an app to help people
breathe; Apple Watch has been a flop.

Focus on the 3.5mm
headphone jack meant the
underlying significance of
the iPhone 7 launch was
missed.

If you’re a
pessimist, this year
has been a shocker
for Apple.

But if you’re slightly more sober, you’ll
have spotted Apple doing other things
as well – firstly, it’s been making an
incredible amount of money. iPhone
sales have slowed, but so has the
smartphone category, growing only 3%
in 2016 vs. 28% in 2014. The $51.6bn
Apple pulled in for Q1 2016 was a
record, and the Q3 $42.4bn revenue
was at the top end of estimates.
Secondly, Apple has been broadening
and diversifying its customer base
as it approaches a billion devices in
market. Thirdly, Apple is proving adept
at exploiting its existing base: service
revenue to Q3 2016 reached $23.1bn
– up over $4bn compared to a year
ago, and there was a 37% increase in
revenue from the App Store and Music,
iCloud and AppleCare. Some bad year.

Apple knew what
it was doing five or
six years ahead of its
competition. It meant
that they could think
about problems from
a holistic standpoint
much faster than their
competition and, in
turn, build from an
infrastructural, rather
than a product-specific,
standpoint.

Apple can think about
problems from a holistic
standpoint much faster
than their competition
and, in turn, build from
an infrastructural, rather
than a product-specific,
standpoint.

How do they do it? Three specific
practices help explain how Apple
achieves this performance – and why
it’s still a rebel.

Take Apple Pay: the foundation for
this, the fingerprint scanner, was laid
over a year before Pay arrived. A key
component of the security system,
Apple needed to prove to itself, its
banking partners and users that the
scanner was reliable. It gave Apple
a year of data on usage, reliability
and security to optimise it before
they took the next step to roll it in
with Apple Pay.

The first is fundamental: a prescient
vision and a culture that supports it.
In 2008, Steve Jobs said that Apple
was ‘five or six years ahead of our
competitors’. That didn’t mean that
Apple would launch new products
ahead of the competition, but that

Jobs took a visionary stand on Apple’s
‘digital lifestyle’ future. That initial
insight into the ‘lifestyle’ and its
potential was prescient – and came
with an equally important insight: it
would take years and multiple product
cycles for it to be delivered. We can

see this in Apple’s second practice:
Strategic Patience.
Most consumer electronics firms
will admit that roadmap stability is
incredibly hard to achieve. Uncertainty
over technology capabilities,
commitments from vendors and
channels, consumer behavioural
changes and competitive surprises
all knock roadmaps off course. Even
Apple’s roadmap isn’t a picture of
unflustered calm – take Apple Car
and its recent layoffs as an example.
But there is a willingness to take bets
that will only ever pay off in the long
term: custom chipsets like the W1
for the AirPods; an 850m EUR data
centre in Ireland; a $2.4bn a year
R&D expenditure. All of these attest
to a vision that the C-suite buys into
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The iPhone 7 Plus’ dual
cameras lay the foundation
for Apple’s future in both
Virtual and Augmented
Reality.

completely, working in a
culture that doesn’t flip-flop
when the competition does
something unexpected.

One shouldn’t confuse patience
with slowness. Apple moves at
astonishing pace and scale.

Apple is rarely first to the party.
Smartphones and tablets were around
long before the iPhone and iPad. As
Jobs noted in an interview with Forbes,
‘Things happen fairly slowly … These
waves of technology, you can see them
way before they happen, and you just
have to choose wisely which ones
you’re going to surf. If you choose
unwisely, then you can waste a lot
of energy, but if you choose wisely it
actually unfolds fairly slowly. It takes
years.’
One shouldn’t confuse patience with
slowness. Apple moves at astonishing
pace and scale. It watches, waits,
experiments and only launches when
it is ready at an infrastructural level.
There are mistakes – Apple Maps is
the most awful example of this, along
with the original implementation of
MobileMe. But these mistakes only
serve to underline how often Apple
exercises patience.
Take the hype around virtual reality
this year: Apple didn’t launch anything
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in the hottest new technology – but the
iPhone 7 Plus reveals they did lay the
groundwork for it. The phone’s twin
cameras provide depth perception.
‘Supercomputer-level’ upgrades with
the A10 chipset have professional
filmmakers drooling and larger onboard storage includes a 256GB option,
outstripping an entry-level Macbook
Air, perfect for larger video files.
Add these together and you have the
equivalent of the fingerprint scanner:
Apple is putting the pieces in places,
with a solution that is flexible enough
to cover both Virtual and Augmented
Reality opportunities.
Part of this patience is driven by the
laws of physics: it takes time for Apple
to make the experiences they design.
Which brings us to the third practice:
Atomic control.
The missing headphone socket
kerfuffle obscured the sheer number
of custom chips Apple launched: for
the iPhone (A10), the watch (S1)
and even the AirPods (W1). Rarely
has a company announced so many

experiences based on work
done at the lowest level of
chipset design. For example,
Airpods are only capable
of pairing directly with the
smartphone as they leave the charging
pod because of that custom W1 chip.
What seems like an, ‘oh, that’s nice’
user feature requires control at an
atomic level.
This investment is difficult, timeconsuming and expensive, and it flies
in the face of today’s technologybusiness practices. Conventional
wisdom says that the fastest, cheapest
way to market is for Consumer
Electronics firms to figure out what’s
cheap and available, grab it off the shelf
and get Shenzhen to put it together
cheaply. The same is true for software:
buy ready-made e-commerce systems,
payment back-ends, hosting, security:
mix well and put your brand on it.
Atomic control is Apple’s willingness to
alter the lowest levels of chipset design
to achieve their distinctive experiences.

What seems like an,
‘oh, that’s nice’
user feature requires
control at an atomic
level.

No one can copy this model – Apple’s
success is built on the type of long-term
planning that is anathema to most of
today’s enterprises. But it generates
valuable questions to ask when
designing and implementing strategy:
– How well does a company’s
culture support the company’s
vision and the operationalising of
the strategy?
– What is the company prepared
not to do in order to succeed?
True strategy is about placing
bets and making hard choices.
The objective is not to eliminate
risk but to increase the odds of
success – hedged bets dilute
focus.
– Is a company cutting corners
in the vision to hit short-term
goals? Time is the single most
underrated component of
operationalising strategy, yet it’s
the first that’s jettisoned when
problems hit.
– Has the company purposefully
overinvested in points of
distinction? Where and how
this customisation occurs is the
strongest expression of a brand’s
intent.

It’s the combination
of prescient vision,
strategic patience and
atomic control, that
makes Apple so unusual.

Much of the tech world
today is about speed –
quick and dirty ‘solutions’
– yet Apple proves again
that it’s the rebel: careful,
considered, foresightdriven, integrated,
customised. It’s the combination of
prescient vision, strategic patience
and atomic control, that makes Apple
so unusual. Living them out requires
focus, courage and foresight – three
qualities that in an uncertain world are
in short supply.

Experiences like the AirPod
are only possible because
of Apple’s willingness to
invest in the lowest level
of chipset design.
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Wanted:
Chatbot
Challenging conversations
:Dominic Fried-Booth
September 2016

DOM BOT

Typically replies in seconds

Hi

‘Human language is the new UI
layer, bots are the new apps,
and digital assistants are meta
apps,’ said Microsoft’s CEO,
Satya Nadella, at the firm’s 2016
developer Build conference,
using only 18 words to describe
a potentially seismic shift in
technology’s world order.

Hello, world.
It’s just me
Hello, Me.
I need to buy a plane ticket
I can help you with that!
Where do you want to go?
I need to go to New York
The weather in New York is
currently 74F and clear.

It’s the bit in the middle - the bot, an
application that performs automated
tasks driven by voice or text-based
input - which has been generating
the most excitement. Facebook made
chatbots the star of their developer and
entrepreneur F8 conference in April
2016, demonstrating how a user could
buy a plane ticket by ‘chatting’ with
an airline’s bot inside a Messenger
conversation. It then created a
marketplace of the 900m people who
use Messenger each month by adding a
‘bot store’ to the Facebook platform.

I just want to book a plane ticket
I can help you with that!
Where do you want to go?
I want to go to New York
New York is a city on the east coast
of the United States that had a
20% increase in murders in 2015.
What? Why are you telling me this?
Safety is our number one
concern at this airline.
Plane. Ticket. Buy. Now.
It looks like you’re trying to buy a
plane ticket. I can help you with that!
Please don’t. What’s your
website address?
Even chatbots most ardent proponents
admit that the current breed have
a long way to go before they
can replace current solutions.
Experiences right now are a little
hit and miss …
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Mark Zuckerberg was ambitious and
clear: this was the new customer
service: ‘You never have to call
1-800-FLOWERS again.’ David Marcus,
VP of Messenger, was equally forthright
about their impact on consumer
purchasing: ‘I guarantee you’re going to

spend way more money than you want
on this.’ For businesses, it promised a
solution with instant scale, algorithmic
precision, increased engagement and
huge cost savings; for consumers,
an always-on, instant access, highly
personal form of customer service.
Experience, however, has taught us
that every new technology generates
as many questions as it does answers.
Marcus unwittingly pinpointed the
main challenge: ‘We’re conversational
creatures … that’s the way our brain
functions. That’s the way we’re wired.
As a result, it’s probably the most
natural interface there is.’
That last sentence should have UX
designers fizzing with anticipation: it
represents a new field of interaction
challenges and the need to develop the
skills necessary to capitalise on a new
technology with a potential market of
more than a billion users.
The first challenge is getting the
terminology precise: Nadella mentions
bots and digital assistants. The chatbot
is, at least for now, relatively limited.
It excels in narrow, tightly bounded
tasks such as buying a plane ticket

or ordering flowers. It identifies key
phrases from a user’s input, picks
lines from a script, and then performs
specific actions from a limited set of
possibilities.
A digital assistant is different: think
Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana or
Amazon’s Echo. Deeply integrated
at an OS-level, they can leverage
data from other apps and the user’s
contextual information to fulfil tasks.
Compared to bots they can tackle
wider, fuzzier tasks such as creating
a calendar event, dealing with
consequences, adjusting the schedules
of those involved, rescheduling other
appointments and alerting participants
to changes in travel times with traffic
updates.
A key difference, therefore, is that
brands will have far more control
over a chatbot’s behaviour than they
will over a digital assistant. They can
also add deep specialist skills to the
chatbot that a digital assistant won’t
have. But there’s a flipside, too: if the
chatbox experience is poor, brands risk
losing direct engagement with the user,
with the OS-level assistant ruling the
conversation.
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According to Mark Zuckerberg, the joy
of calling 1-800 customer services
numbers will be a thing of the past.

Intended to copy the language of a
19-year-old girl, Microsoft’s chatbot Tay
quickly picked up some interesting ideas.

‘Like trying to talk politics with
a toddler – most of my chats sound
unnatural, punctuated by moments of
frustrating silence.’
the algorithms that govern exchanges

Brands spend
millions each year
on manifesting their
company, values,
promises and products;
they pay minute attention to the detail
of the engagements. A key issue for
companies to tackle is how these
brand values work with an automated
conversational entity.

So how can UX designers help brands
get chatbots right? What skills do they
have to help their development? What
other skills might UX designers need to
acquire to earn their place at the table?
The core promise of the bot is, as
Marcus points out, ‘a conversation’.
These exchanges, particularly between
humans and computers, need help.
One reviewer described using the
current range available in the Facebook
store as, ‘like trying to talk politics with
a toddler … dull conversationalists …
most of my chats sound unnatural,
punctuated by moments of
frustrating silence.’
Microsoft’s experience with Tay also
shows that even when the algorithms
behind chatbots ‘work’, the experience
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for the user can be found wanting. Tay
was intended to mimic the language
patterns of a 19-year-old American
girl; it was launched into the internet
with the aim of ‘experiment[ing]
with and conduct[ing] research on
conversational understanding’, with
Tay able to learn from her conversation
to get progressively ‘smarter’.
Tay learnt quickly. It took only 16 hours
for Tay to go from sweet innocence to
denying the Holocaust and extolling
the virtues of genocide. As Zoe Quinn
pointed out after being insulted by Tay,
‘it’s 2016. If you’re not asking yourself
“how could this be used to hurt
someone” in your design / engineering
process, you’ve failed’.
That holistic, humanistic perspective
is hard-wired into most designers’
thinking. Yet much of the
conversational design work is currently
being done by developers and data
scientists. Beyond bringing that
mindset, designers will need to learn
how to talk with the teams writing

and outcomes. Designers can help
create the instinctive empathy for
the user that some machine-learning
specialists may lack. It’s important
that UX teams don’t feel overwhelmed
by the ‘science’; the foundation they
have gained from using quantitative
feedback from app / website analytics
should help them with ‘data first’
conversations.
Designers should spend more time on
linguistic and language skills and on
analysing tone-of-voice. Knowing that
your service may be accessed by any
one of the 900m people using Facebook
should make designers more acutely
aware of the norms and expectations in
a conversation.
Lastly, designers need to take an
elevated, holistic view of customer
journeys, end-to-end, and help teams
work out where the chatbot is an
appropriate tool – if at all. There are
strong historical precedences for this:
when laptops arrived, they would
replace desktops; tablets arrived, they
would replace laptops; video calls
arrived, they would replace voice calls.
None of this happened. Instead, these

Satya Nadella is continuing Microsoft’s
transformation under his leadership
by placing a big bet on what he calls
‘conversation as a platform.’

new technologies were absorbed and
found the place where they worked
best. Design needs to help marketers
and engineers get past the ‘bots are the
new apps’ hype and understand when
a chatbot works - and when it doesn’t.
What happens if design doesn’t earn
its seat at the table?
Peter Sondergaard, Gartner’s SVP
and global head of Research, gave an
insight into the type of thinking that
will emerge in his opening keynote
of the Gartner Symposium/IPxpo in
2015. ‘Algorithms,’ he said, ‘are where
the real value lies… algorithms define
action. People will trust software that
thinks and acts for them, therefore, we
have to get the algorithms right.’
This is a flawed argument. Algorithms
do not define action; that action

stems from a conversation which,
by definition, is a two-way flow.
It’s that interaction that we need to
get. So unless design earns its place,
Sondergaard points to a future where
brands risk ceding control to obscure
lines of code, nodding blindly as ‘the
computer says yes’.
Nadella predicted conversational
language as the new UI layer:
humans will need to teach computers
human language, conversational
understanding, and personal
preferences so technology can be more
helpful in users’ day-to-day lives.
Designers pride themselves on their
ability to humanise technology, and
now need to apply these in new UX
contexts and business partnerships.
Here’s what UX teams should continue
to draw on, and what skills they need
to proactively add:

Designers need to take an elevated,
holistic view of customer journeys,
end-to-end, and help teams work out
where the chatbot is an appropriate
tool – if at all.

Core skills to extend into
chatbot development:
– a holistic, humanistic perspective
– articulating the full end-to-end
journey across all touchpoints
– an ability to bridge across silos
– an ability to create compelling
interaction visions
– helping getting the small cultural
nuances right
New skills to add:
– linguistic/language skills
– an ability to understand the basis of
Natural Language Processing
– cross-cultural conversation etiquette
– quantitative data fluency
There was a time when design was
brought in at the last hour and told to
‘make it pretty’ or ‘add some wow’.
Design has fought its way out of that
corner by demonstrating the value
it adds across a brand’s business
activities. A new interface between
humans and technology is emerging,
and design needs to show that value
again before blind faith in the latest
technology hype takes over.
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Eye
catchers
Polycom Trio

New products that turned our heads.
Oi bell

A step forward in office equipment with
this clean, minimal conference spider for
the office by Pip Tompkin Studio.

A bicycle bell that looks, feels and
sounds anything like a traditional
bicycle bell.

Sony PS-HX500
Has the look and feel of a stripped-back,
modern record player, but will rip high-res
audio directly to your computer from your
vinyl collection.
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Vessel lamp
Todd Brachers collaborated with
physicists to create this quartz
lamp that beautifully channels
LED light to create a glare
free effect.

Withings Thermo

Seating and footrest

The multiple-award winning design
of this thermometer is modern and
simplistic, reflecting its ease of use.

Moroso showcased Alfredo
Haberli’s retro-futuristic range
of seating and footrests at
Milan 2016.
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Design
Leadership
in flux
Questions
& answers

Where Design has been,
and where it’s going
:Kevin McCullagh
September 2016

Designers
have come a
long way from
being the ones
brought in to
‘make pretty’
after all the
key decisions
have been made.

How have the design problems
you’ve been asked to work on
as a design strategy consultant
changed over time?
I recently gave a talk to graduating designers comparing
the design landscape and opportunities now to when I
graduated 25 years ago. What struck me was just how
much has changed, and how the pace of that change has
accelerated over the last five years or so. The shift is
towards a more strategic use of design, and that signals
both opportunities and challenges.
To begin with, there’s a pull for design from senior
management within companies—often from the CEO.
Two drivers of this rise in status are the role design played
in Apple’s stratospheric success, and the extent to which
design thinking has stormed the boardroom. One reflection
of the regard in which design is now held is the recent
series of Chief Design Officer (CDO) appointments. But
whether companies have appointed CDOs or not, their
design leaders are being asked to tackle new and higherlevel problems. The character of these problems is largely
dependent on what the CEO sees as the purpose of design
within the organisation. Gone are the days when design’s
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An earlier version of this
interview was published
in Design Management
Review, Fall of 2016 (Vol. 27
Issue 3), which provided the
prompting questions.

job was just to differentiate products and services. Now
we see CEOs expecting design to differentiate in saturated
markets or extend into new markets, raise the quality and
coherence of the customer experience, understand and
anticipate changing consumer needs, generate and drive
through new ideas, develop company strategy, and help
inspire and facilitate organisational change.
This final aspect of helping to usher in cultural change
is probably the most important – and challenging. There
is a need to bring other teams along without creating a
perception of empire-building. Clear articulation of roles,
responsibilities and remits goes a long way to making the
ride a smooth one. Aligning on questions like ‘what we
do’, ‘what you do’, and ‘what we do together’ builds
clarity and trust.
Although the new problems being posed to design leaders
are varied, they all tend to have a softer cultural component
that is resistant to spreadsheet analysis, as well as being
complex and multifaceted. Strategic designers are relatively
comfortable with ambiguity and the human element of
problems, and their instinct to move rapidly towards
concrete and tangible potential solutions is highly valued.
However, their background doesn’t prepare them quite as
well for the level of complexity these problems involve.
These so-called ‘wicked problems’ tend to require a greater
breadth of knowledge and approaches than designers have at
their disposal. Collaboration with a variety of functions, which
plays to strategic designers’ generalist and multilingual grasp
of some of the essentials of other disciplines. However, it also
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2006

Peter
Schreyer

Internal design leaders who have
ridden out these shifts have become
much more sophisticated than the
creative evangelists of old.

A growing number of companies
now value design so highly that
they have created the role of
Chief Design Officers.

2011

Sean
Carney
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Mauro
Porcini
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Eric
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Ernesto
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2015

Jonathan
Ive
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requires facilitation and negotiation skills unnecessary
in the old days, when designers were left to themselves
in the studio.

Do you believe that design leaders
have changed over time?

Another aspect of these types of problems is that roles are
often less clearly defined. The widening familiarity with
design thinking, which has often been presented as ‘design
for non-designers,’ has emboldened other disciplines to step
into roles that designers might once have expected to own
without contest. As the problems and capability sets blur,
design consultants also find themselves pitching against
a wider set of competitors, from creative management
consultancies to strategic marketing firms. Consequently,
design leaders need to adjust the ways in which they
articulate their value to modulate it for different contexts.

Internal design leaders who have ridden out the shifts
outlined above have become much more sophisticated
than the creative evangelists of old. As well as motivating
the troops and banging the drum for design outside the
studio, successful design leaders are increasingly developing
some new competencies. They have learned to situate their
challenges within the wider context of corporate challenges
and strategy, after which they can frame the value of a
design-based approach—without overstretching beyond
what the design function can realistically deliver. Then
they hold on to that vision, continually reinforcing the top
priorities as the strategy makes contact with messy reality.
They also know when to jump in, roll-up their sleeves and
help resolve mission critical situations.

As design and innovation become more of a board priority,
it no longer makes sense to entrust them only to design and
R&D departments. There is a growing demand for designers
to codify capabilities and ‘up-skill’ colleagues in other
functions. Whether they are done through a formal training
course or more informal coaching, these activities are much
more effective when informed by capability development
principles from HR.
Designers have come a long way from being the ones
brought in to ‘make pretty’ after all the key decisions have
been made, but with this new influence comes the need for
know-how that wasn’t part of their training. This includes
seeking advice from senior executives outside design to help
identify capabilities ‘blind spots’.

Design

Strategy

No matter how elegant the solution concept, design’s wider
exposure to stakeholders who are often not design-orientated
makes it necessary to ensure that the concept is backed
by a robust rationale. The most persuasive design leaders
engage heads and hearts, by crafting a clear perspective
that connects the dots between design-specific and wider
business factors—from market data and competitor analysis
to metrics and business model implications—while retaining
some creative showmanship.
Like it or not, Excel is becoming a more critical design
leadership tool! Creative talent and being smart only go
so far: designers who get things done know how their
companies really work. They understand networks of
influence, or ‘power maps,’ within their businesses and
build trusting relationships across them. Their antennae
are highly attuned to shifts in political tides, and they
can adjust their course to better align with prevailing winds.
They also anticipate or uncover unspoken objections,
and bend their plans to help build coalitions.
Savvy design leaders also understand how rapidly design
is changing and that, while the time is ripe for design to
step up, the skills their teams learned at college won’t be
enough. They understand the need to acquire new skill sets,
from how to interpret user metrics to how to frame highly
complex problems, and they foster a culture
of learning throughout the company.

A growing intersection
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Although many designers view management
consultancies as a threat, we may look back
in 10 years’ time to see this move as one that
drove a huge expansion of the design industry,
enabled its further professionalisation and
changed the meaning of design.

The recent dynamic of management consultancies building
design capabilities by both acquisition and organic growth.

How have the buyers of design
services changed?
Ten years ago, our clients’ roles broadly fell into two
categories—design directors and marketing directors. Briefs
from design functions tended to revolve around consumer
insights, trends, and aesthetics centred strategies, whereas
those from marketing often boiled down to ‘How do we
become the Apple of our category?’
Our clients within companies are now more varied and the
briefs more sophisticated. In-house design and innovation
departments have grown in size and sophistication and
have more internal capabilities to support design activities.
They’re now looking for support in how to make a more
commercially savvy case to the rest of the business.
Non-design functions no longer ask for their firm’s product
strategy to be ‘Apple-ified.’ They now understand that
Apple’s success was built on much deeper foundations
than mere aesthetics. Our clients now include heads of
consumer intelligence, organisational learning, and new
business ventures. And although the character of the briefs
has become more varied, all are looking for new and more
joined-up approaches to tackling ambiguous problems.

How have management consultancies
changed the design landscape?
The move of management consultancies into design—
including an acquisition spree—is one of the most notable

trends of the last few years. Even at this early stage a few
design leadership challenges are apparent. One is the
difference between design and the acquiring cultures.
Common themes are that the acquirers are more commercial,
less flexible to design exploration and value the quality of
design execution less. It’s unlikely that the big firms will
bend much in the direction of designers’ ways of working,
so the question becomes how effectively the acquired and
hired designers are able to adapt to their host cultures.
A second issue is talent strategy. The most immediate
obstacle to rapid progress is the flight of the best people
to more design-friendly environments. Some attrition is
inevitable, but leaders should focus on retaining the talent
with the potential to adapt, and hiring the right type of
designers for the new habitat.
Beyond these two challenges lies a massive opportunity
to scale design to previously unimagined levels. Host
organisations are often huge and offer a breadth of reach
and level of senior management access that most design
consultancies can barely comprehend. Although many
designers view management consultancies as a threat,
we may look back in 10 years’ time to see this move as
one that drove a huge expansion of the design industry,
enabled its further professionalisation and changed
the meaning of design.

How has attracting talent changed?
Design leaders have long complained that they cannot find
the right talent. But a number of factors have made it harder.

The rate of flux can be bewildering: As the range of design
problems widens and shifts, so does the range of skill sets
required to crack them. And as the old role titles become
less descriptive of what is required, many of the new ones
(UX strategist, anyone?) only add to the confusion. Many
of the new skill sets are also harder to assess, especially by
flipping through portfolios. On top of this, there is greater
competition for design talent, with the likes of IBM and
McKinsey in the market alongside traditional in-house
design functions and design consultancies.
In our networked age, talent is also far more aware of
the options, since alternative roles are shared via multiple
channels. So here are some tactics that I have found
improve the odds of making better hires:
Define your needs.
Work with HR advisors to define the skill sets your team
needs, as concretely as you can, in language your team
can incorporate as their own. Assess your current team
against these—to spot weak areas, but also to identify
how the capability sets tend to cluster and are distributed
among individuals in ways that often vary more then you
anticipate. This capability list can then become a core
development and hiring tool, providing a sound basis
for personal development planning and building job
descriptions to hire against.
Model your culture.
I initially assumed it would be perceived as HR hot air,
but when I overcame my scepticism and began to explicitly
discuss the values and behaviours the team wanted to aim
for, the response was uplifting. Not only did it help the team

align around cultural principles they felt were authentic,
it has also proved powerful in the hiring process, when
communicating our core beliefs and way of working.
Hire for culture over capabilities.
Having a clear idea of the capabilities you’re looking
for does make it easier to locate them in individuals,
but as your needs change it also gets harder to find
all the required skills in one person. So in the likely event
of not finding Miss Perfect, bend toward hiring someone
with the right cultural fit and the potential to quickly
acquire missing know-how. It’s much, much easier
to coach capabilities than it is to teach culture.
Cultivate a learning culture.
Once you accept how hard it is to hire-in missing
capabilities, the next step is to ramp up your up-skilling
infrastructure. Start by ensuring your senior team is
clear about its priorities, and engage them in generating
development ideas. As well as helping to plug knowledge
gaps, this has two additional benefits: It helps retain talent,
the best of whom always want to learn, and it attracts
talent—they see that you take capability
development seriously.
Play the long game.
The best people are often happy in their jobs and have
to actively filter out job approaches, because they get
so many. It takes time to identify them, and it takes even
longer for the time to come when, for whatever reason,
they are ready to discuss a new challenge. Many of the
best hires I’ve made have been the product of multiple
conversations—often over the course of years.
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Communication
coaching

Co-living

Choice
management

Big
picture

Macro trends
Developments that transcend
markets, sectors and demographics
Micro trends
Particular dynamics with specific
impact on certain markets, sectors
and demographics

Three trends from our database.

As options multiply, brands
streamline consumer choice

Rents in many urban centres are rising
out of reach for many young people –
London tenants, for example, pay an
average of 72% of their earnings on
rent. In response to this housing crisis,
some are starting to trade private
space for centrally located Co-living
spaces. These are characterised by
small private spaces with shared
kitchens, media rooms
and other areas.

As e-commence brands like Amazon
offer near-infinite shopping choices,
and subscription media services like
Netflix and Spotify open up vast
libraries of content, the range of
choice can feel exhilarating and/ or
overwhelming. Too much choice can be
confusing – even de-motivating.

Some Co-living spaces can be simply
purpose-built large houses, such as
LT Josai shared house in Nagoya,
Japan. There are also new-build
developments that are a hybrid of
student accommodation and hotel
services, like The Collective, in
London. Another hostel variant is
targeted at short stay travellers, such
as at Podshare in Los Angeles.

Globalisation and social media help
widen professional networks and open
up more opportunities. However, as
they reach out to the edges of these
networks, people are less confident
of the communication preferences of
their email and messaging recipients.
New services are emerging that profile
communication styles of the target
of an important email and advise on
how to best write the message. They
are the first of a new generation of
services that combine AI with Big Data
to enhance human communication.
Communication-assistant services
like Crystal encourage users to
‘communicate with empathy’. Crystal
scans online sources to build an
aggregated profile of potential
contact, then guides in the writing of
a message and even suggests when
to send it.

Maturity & adoption

Maturity & adoption

Maturity & adoption

Emerging
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Growing

Maturing

Declining

As options multiply, brands need to
simplify consumer choice. There are
broadly three tactics: reduce, curate
and decide. Some brands such as Mini
simply reduce the options on offer,
going from eight models to five. Apple
Music uses a mix of automated and
human curation to suggest albums
and playlists of likely interest. And
personalised services like fashion
retailers Trunk Club, who select
returnable products and post them to
customers via subscription.

Socio-cultural
Co-living
Polarised
prosperity

Urban
renaissance
Austerity
culture

Retail
revolution

Communication
coaching

Choice
management

Smart
systems

Economic
Technological

Mass

Mapping different types of trends
on a common framework helps us
situate strategy in a future context.

Niche

Niche

Niche

Mass

Professionals turn to technology
for communication advice

Mass

High housing costs lead to
developments in co-habitation

Emerging

Growing

Maturing

Declining

Emerging

Growing

Maturing

Declining
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A sour
taste
The complicated truth about sugar –
and how brands can respond
:Josh Allsopp
September 2016

In the constant push and pull that
represents the public campaign for
a healthier UK, the latest target has
become glaringly obvious. Open
up a newspaper or a magazine,
or take a look at the latest British
government legislation, and it’s
clear that sugar has taken over
from fat as public enemy number
one. Sugar; we’re told, is ‘the new
tobacco’, a primary cause of a crisislevel obesity epidemic, and a factor
in everything from diabetes and
cancer to a fatty liver as national
intake of sugar rises to dangerous
new highs. No wonder so many of
us have considered capping our
sweet tooth. But is this
panic warranted?
The UK government is certainly on
board: Following in the footsteps
of Mexico in 2014, the recent
announcement of a UK sugar tax on
soft drinks from 2018 has thrust the
conversation into the limelight – and
taken the soft-drinks industry by

surprise. With proposals for advertising
regulations and store promotion
clampdowns as well, it looks like the
sugar panic isn’t going away any time
soon – and soft drinks brands may
have a rocky road ahead.
So how do brands ride out the panic
that now seems inevitable? A few
guiding principles can help to stay in
front of the public-health wave. Even if
– as we’ll see – the situation isn’t quite
as black-and-white, or quite as gloomy,
as the headlines claim.

Truth Decay
The implication of a tax on sugar is that
consumption of the white stuff is at an
all-time high – or at least fairly close
to one. But as data from the Food and
Agricultural Organisations of the United
Nations shows, sugar consumption in
the UK has actually fallen by around
20% since the1960s. Even in the USA,
which we so often think of as the top
of the sugary pyramid, consumption
has fallen back to the levels
of the1980s after peaking
around the millennium. So
if sugar consumption has
fallen, why the panic?

The sugar consumption
in the UK has actually
fallen by around 20%
since the 1960s.
Orange juice: high in sugar,
exempt from sugar tax.
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Jamie Oliver was a
key campaigner for
the sugar tax.

Recap on 2018
UK sugar tax
The tax is estimated to generate £530m
in its first year. This is set to go towards
doubling funding for sports in
primary schools.
Is the tax even about sugar?
The ‘sugar tax’ only applies to
beverages with high sugar content –
and by no means all of those. Drinks
are exempt if they are not suitable for
child consumption or if they provide
vitamins and minerals from the likes
of fruit or milk, meaning that alcohol,
coffee drinks and fruit juices may be
high in sugar, but they escape the tax.

Higher rate
Drinks with
over 8g of sugar
per 100ml

Exempt
Drinks with 5g of
sugar per 100ml
or less

Adult obesity statistics
may not be dropping, but
neither are they rising
at a significant rate.

One reason often
given for public outcry
is that the UK faces
an obesity epidemic
caused, in part, by
sugar consumption. The
common perception is
that obesity – the state
of being overweight with high body
fat – is increasing at a dramatic, even
astronomical, rate. Take, for example,
a January 2016 news article in The
Guardian titled ‘Childhood obesity
“an exploding nightmare”, says
health expert’.

aged between 2 and 15 in England were
classed as obese; in 2013, this figure
was down three points to 16 per cent.
All of this is in rather stark contrast
to the government’s own 2007 report
predicting the growth of obesity,
which stated:

Adult obesity statistics may not be
dropping, but neither are they rising at a
significant rate. Over the last decade the
percentage of obese men in England has
hovered around the 22-24% mark, with
similar numbers for women.
But what about the kids? Is childhood
obesity ‘exploding’? The UK sugar
tax is, after all, designed as part of
a strategy to tackle this explosion. It
seems the obesity rates for children
tell a similar, non-astronomically
increasing story. After a peak around
2004/2005 the rate has actually
dropped. In 2004, 19 per cent of boys

What that
means:

‘The extrapolation of current trends…
indicates that, by 2015, 36% of males
and 28% of females will be obese. By
2025, these figures are estimated to rise
to 47% and 36% respectively. By 2050,
60% of males and 50% of females
could be obese.’
But obesity is still, of course, a problem
in the UK, even if not quite as great
a problem as we’re sometimes led to
believe. Whether or not sugar is to
blame is another question. Obesity is a
result of excess body fat accumulation,
which occurs when our energy intake
is greater than our energy expenditure

Affected

Exempt

Fruit juices
Smoothies
Flavoured milk

Lower rate
Drinks with
5g-8g of sugar
per 100ml

Alcohol
Coffee+milk
Drinks produced
by small firms

Cola:
10.3g per
100ml

Energy  drink:
10.6g per
100ml

Average sugar content per 100ml, average
taken from 3 popular drinks of each kind

Iced  caramel
coffee+milk:
9.5g per
100ml

Chocolate
milkshake:
10.9g per
100ml

Orange
juice:
8.2g per
100ml

over a period of time. So all we need
to do is balance our calorie intake with
how much we are burning. Sounds
simple right?
Biologically it is that simple, but
there are, of course, many factors
that influence our ability to do it. The
obesity map created by shiftN as part of
the 2007 government Foresight project,
shows a complex web of societal and
biological factors that equates to 100
variables directly or indirectly effecting
our vulnerability to weight gain.
Variables include, psychology both
individual and social, attitudes towards
physical activity both individual
and environmental, as well as food
consumption. As you can see the issue
of obesity is very complex with many
influencing factors and
variables, far bigger
than just one
ingredient.
Obesity isn’t
the only disease
for which sugar
sometimes takes
the rap. Because

type-2 diabetes is related to obesity,
and because diabetes is a problem
in regulating blood glucose – a
kind of sugar – there is a common
misconception that sugar causes it.
Obesity, along with age, genetics
and ethnicity, can be an important
risk factor in developing type-2
diabetes. But type-2 diabetes occurs
when the pancreas doesn’t produce
enough insulin to maintain a normal
blood glucose level or when the cells
don’t react properly to insulin – so
while diabetes is about sugar, sugar
has no direct link to causing it. But
the confusion is prevalent enough
that Diabetes UK has a webpage
titled ‘Myth: Sugar causes diabetes’
that says, ‘we know sugar doesn’t
directly causes Type 2 diabetes’.

The issue of obesity is
very complex with many
influencing factors and
variables, far bigger
than just one ingredient.

Global sugar consumption
has fallen from its peak
70 kg Sugar & sweeteners,
per capita, annual
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Data is based on food supply per person, taken from countries
produce and imports. This data is not from self reporting. Source:
Food and Agriculture Organisations of the United Nations

Obesity in kids has
fallen from its peak
30 % Obesity prevalence, England
Men (16+)
Women (16+)
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Source: Health Survey for England 2014

Government Foresight
obesity prediction
50 % Male obesity prevalence, England
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Source: Foresight Tackling Obesities: Future Choices
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Coca-Cola Life was
built from the ground
up as a naturally
sweetened alternative.

Sweet Relief

Transparency

Choice

Innovation

Despite the indirect nature of sugar’s
link to obesity, and the lack of any
direct connection to other problems
such as type-2 diabetes, we can be
fairly sure that the crackdown on sugar
isn’t going away. The bad press and
government warnings will certainly
lead to consumer confusion, testing
brand loyalty.

Consumers are more health-conscious
and ingredient-aware than ever before.
As a result of this, transparency is
key to gaining consumers trust and
showing dedication to their needs.

Every consumer has different needs,
making it important to offer choice and
variety. The most obvious choice to
offer in the beverage industry is a lowcalorie or zero-sugar variant, allowing
consumers to get the taste they want
without the sugar. Many companies offer
this variant, with Lucozade being the
most recent to add a no-sugar offering
to its portfolio with Lucozade Zero.

Sugar taxes are designed to pressure
beverage companies to reformulate
their sugary drinks to drop into a
lower tax band. The default response
is to attempt to reduce sugar without
changing the flavour too much, if at all.
However, this is an opportunity to do
more than just reduce sugar.

But there are things brands can do
to help win back the heart of the
consumer and inspire them to not only
buy, but to trust, even in the coming
storm. Here are three principles for
beverage and other brands to keep in
mind, to ride out the sugar panic:

Gatorade positions the
sugar in its ‘sports
fuel’ drinks as a key
energy source.
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In this case, transparency is about
being honest and open about what’s
in the product, without being
defensive or accepting blame. The
‘sports fuel’ company Gatorade does
this by embracing its sugar content,
positioning it as a key energy source for
both exercise and recovery.
Being on the defensive can look guilty
in the eyes of the consumer and lead
to a loss of trust and, therefore, sales.
To avoid this, sugar content should
be clearly communicated with sugar
being positioned as part of a healthy
and balanced lifestyle, reassuring the
consumer that the product can still be
enjoyed. But transparency needn’t be
boring: semiotics can play a huge role
in pack design, using clever material
finishes and graphic styles to make
your point. All communication should
be done cross-channel in a clear
manner that represents the brand and
allows consumers to make betterinformed decisions at the checkout.

Offering choice and variety doesn’t
have to be limited to just formulation
or flavour variants, it also pays to have
a range of pack sizes. The shift to
smaller servings has allowed certain
consumers to enjoy their favourite
product but in a format suited to their
lifestyle. Examples of this include
Coca-Cola 250ml cans and Red Bull
Energy Shots.
For choice to work all products need
to be readily available and consumers
need to know about their options.
This can be hard with large portfolios
as advertising and stocking become
challenges. The key is finding the right
portfolio balance that works for both
the company and the customer while
allowing the consumer to make a
decision that suits them.

Red Bull Energy Shot offers
consumers a smaller serving
to fit their lifestyle.

This is an opportunity to innovate and
invest in what your brand stands for.
It’s a chance to take a step back and
review your brand’s core meaning in
this new context, and reposition and
express that new meaning. Design
plays a crucial role during this phase
and can help change or enhance the
meaning of a product.
Coca-Cola is a recent example of this
with their innovation in the steviasweetened Coca-Cola Life. Instead of
just cutting sugar content Coca-Cola
Life was built from the ground up
with stevia in mind, creating a product
that has the taste consumers expect
from Coke but with less sugar and
no artificial sweeteners. In doing this
Coca-Cola opened up a new segment of
the market for consumers who want a
lower-calorie drink without having to
consume artificial sweeteners.
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From the
archive
Where we take a rummage
through past articles and
revisit some old ideas that
still ring true today.

Crossing
cultures
:Kevin McCullagh
IDSA Innovation Journal
June 2007

Designing for international tastes
is a knotty challenge. Brands have
long strived for global economies of
scale, but managers on the frontline
know that the reality of designing
products for world markets is
complex and ambiguous.
Early humans left the East African
plains about 80,000 years ago. For the
next 79,000 years people moved apart
from their shared beginnings. The
multitude of cultures that bloomed
largely lived in ignorance of each
other until Marco Polo and Columbus
began an era of rediscovery and
reconnection. This process, which we
now call globalisation, has accelerated
rapidly over the past 50 years. Through
developments in trade, travel, offshoring, the Internet and concerns over
climate change, global humanity has
never felt so interconnected
and interdependent.

Image blurb
Japan’s high-density living puts a
premium on space hence the cultural
importance of miniaturization.

Global markets do exist, particularly
in premium categories aimed at the
affluent and cosmopolitan. So BMW,
Apple, B&O and B&B Italia have less
trouble customizing their portfolios to
local markets. However, outside this
global elite real cultural differences
still persist.

Material Factors
There are many concrete drivers
of diversity, from geography to
infrastructure. Some, like Japan’s
dearth of habitable land, are not likely
to change anytime soon: Japan’s
high-density living puts a premium on
space and an emphasis on communal
harmony, which in turn helps explain
the cultural importance
of miniaturisation.
Similarly, it will be some time before
Muscovites change their attitude about
the seasons. Moscow’s fashionistas have
two very different winter and summer
wardrobes. Winter outfits reflect their
extreme thermal requirements, while
summer gear expresses their joy that
it’s no longer winter. During a project
about premium fashion mobile phones,
a number of wealthy Russian women,
who buy phones like handbags, liked
a white prototype so much that they
wanted to buy it as their winter phone –
or maybe for weddings.

Other material factors will hopefully not
prove so eternal, like India’s chronically
deficient infrastructure. Nokia hit a
home run in the subcontinent with the
design and marketing of its 1100 model.
Under the slogan ‘Made for India,’ Nokia
emphasized the
phone’s dirt-resistant
keypad, which is a
boon in the cloud of
dust that is India; its
integrated flashlight,
a godsend in the
often electricity-free
evenings; and its
general robustness,
which is deemed
essential by most Indians.
It is always wise to ground any cultural
study on notable and relevant hard
facts, whether they be climate, diet or
gross domestic product. On this last
point, although socio-demographic data
is considered distinctly non-groovy,
few factors are a more influential

It is always wise to ground any
cultural study on notable and relevant
hard facts, whether they be climate,
diet or gross domestic product.

determinant of buying behaviour than
the income of the target group.
Deep Roots
Other influences on cultural variety
are equally entrenched, but for more
historical or philosophical reasons. The
concept of ‘face’ is a case in point when
dealing with people from a Confucian
Asian culture, particularly China, Korea,
Vietnam and Japan. The importance
of respecting a person’s reputation and
integrity has been culturally embedded
for thousands of years and is unlikely to
change much in the 21st century.
Britain’s global outlook and openness
to other cultures can be explained by
an accumulation of historical factors
that occurred over hundreds, rather
than thousands, of years. Being an early
trading nation and later temporarily
the centre of an empire encouraged
an outward-facing perspective. More
recently, a global mentality has been
reinforced as British jobs have become
increasingly dependent on foreign
firms. Mass immigration over the last
half-century has also made cities like
London truly global. Since the 1980s
Brits have learned to enjoy the best of
global culture, whether it’s a German
car, Indian curry or a Japanese beer.
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France is the home
of slow food, but
also McDonald’s most
profitable European
market.

Despite notoriously
wet weather,
Britain is Europe’s
largest market for
convertible cars.

Some historical factors are much more
recent. For example, one of the key
forces behind mobile usage seems to
depend on which took off first in a
culture, mobile phones or the Internet.
By the time most Americans owned a
cell phone, they were accustomed to PC
email and were slow to adopt SMS text
messaging on a phone, whereas most
Japanese first experienced the Internet
on their mobile phone and were happy
to accept its slower connection speed.
Whatever the market or budget, cultural
questions are always best situated in a
historical context.
Myth and Reality
The differences among countries rarely
conform to national identities, which
tend to be based on wishful thinking
and self-serving myths. Take the selfimage of two seemingly very different
countries, the US and France. Despite
the widespread belief in the American
dream, a child born into poverty is less
likely to climb to wealth in the US than
in France. French politicians and the
cultural elite love to define Frenchness
in opposition to American values.
However, despite the celebration of
slow food, subsidies for French films
and anti-American rhetoric, France is
McDonald’s most profitable European
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market, the French lap up
Hollywood blockbusters,
and the French recently
voted Nike and Coca-Cola
into its A-list of the top-10
most ethical brands.

There is a grain of truth
behind every national
stereotype, but they
should always be the
first assumptions to be
challenged – the truth is
often counter-intuitive.

India is another case in point.
Mahatma Gandhi is represented as the
embodiment of Indian values, including
anti-materialism. He may have rejected
material wealth, but few Indians see
any contradiction between their religion
and the pursuit of wealth. Most are
acutely aware of the symbols that
project social rank. The psychoanalyst
Alan Roland has remarked that Indians
possess a radar-like sensitivity to the
relative importance of a person. And a
recent survey of Asian consumers found
Indians the group that most identified
with the statement, ‘I measure success
by the things I own.’ Bling rules on the
streets of Mumbai.
Other differences may not shatter
myths, but they certainly run counter
to expectations. For instance, in spite of
its notoriously wet weather, Britain is
Europe’s largest market for convertible
cars. There is a grain of truth behind
every national stereotype, but they
should always be the first assumptions

to be challenged – the truth is often
counter-intuitive.
Flux
Probably the most troubling element of
intercultural work is that preferences
are in a constant state of flux. One of
the clichés of cross-cultural design is
that white products should be avoided
in East Asia since white is a taboo
colour associated with death. While in
the abstract this precept remains true,
in the context of high-tech products,
particularly brilliant gloss white gadgets
aimed at younger consumers, it is no
longer absolute.
One of the most fluid influences
designers need to understand is social
status. As Abraham Maslow pointed
out in the 1950s, as people rise up the
affluence curve and fulfil more basic
needs, such as safety and security,
their priorities shift to higher-level
needs, such as those associated with
self-esteem and social status. As many
social groups throughout the world

Few Indians see any contradiction between their religion
and the pursuit of wealth and good fortune.

are surpassing these needs, they are
now striving to fulfil even higher goals,
such as the pursuit of knowledge,
and expressing their creativity and
aesthetic connoisseurship. A Chinese
market researcher recently assured
me that sections of Shanghai’s middle
class are turning away from material
status symbols and spending more on
education and experiences.
Cultural mores are not set in stone; they
wax and wane. As received wisdom
tends to be out of date, it’s vital to act on
contemporary insights.
Achieving Balance
Consumers’ response to product
categories vary across cultures. This
sensitivity tends to be related to the
age and cultural significance of the
category. For example, furniture and
cooking utensils are far more culturally
specific than more recent, high-tech
sectors. Expectations also differ: In the
case of cars, there are few tougher critics
than the Germans with their eye for
panel gaps and ear for the sound of a
slamming door.
Tackling a cross-cultural project in a
structured way and with a good mix
of perspectives will always be more

The key to planning, executing and
communicating such projects is an
implementation-orientated framework.
powerful than solely relying on instinct.
We always begin by attempting to limit
unconscious prejudices and remove
our cultural blinkers. We then pan out
to reach an understanding of the social
and cultural context before zooming in
to observe consumer preferences within
the product category in question.
The key to planning, executing and
communicating such projects is an
implementation-orientated framework,
which drastically simplifies the crossreferencing and analysis of data.
Depending on the objectives, such
a framework might cross-reference
regions or countries with consumer
segments and/or product categories.
For example, in a pan-Asian study we
compared the design preferences of
particular segments across regions to

identify common traits around which
to base a segmented design strategy.
To influence decision makers outside
the design department, the framework
should deliver a robust viewpoint
populated with hard and soft data from
different perspectives and sources.
While I’ve focused on cultural
differences, the strategic priority in
most cases is to leverage commonalities
across cultures-balance the financial
benefits of global economies of scale
while addressing the need for culturally
sensitive customisation. However,
commonalities cannot be grasped
without understanding differences –
they are two sides of the same coin.
The most powerful products transcend
national boundaries and touch our
common humanity.

The most powerful products
transcend national boundaries
and touch our common humanity.
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Word on
the street

Fold and go
Prediction
2017 is going to be dominated by flexible smartphones and
tablets. Samsung, Lenovo and others are hard at work on
bendable screens that transform 5” smartphones into 8”
tablets. In fact, the screen itself may no longer be the problem
- now the race is on to make the internal components, such
as batteries, more flexible to make the most of the new form
factor possibilities.

Industry rumours on what’s next.

Aa

Lexicon

New terms that made us smile.
On the case
Rumour

Nose tap
verb
The act of using the nose to interact
with Apple Watch when users’ hands
are otherwise engaged.

The announcement of the
Apple Watch 2 Edition in
white ceramic supercharged
rumours that the next iPhone
will have a Zirconia ceramic
case. The iPhone 8 is due in
2017 – the 10th anniversary of
the most successful product of
all time. The case for shifting
from aluminium includes:
greater scratch resistance and
heat dissipation, better radio
transparency and easier
mass production.
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Precariat
noun
A growing class of workers with
precarious livelihoods based on
working in the ‘gig economy’ – the
other side of the sharing economy.

Touching distance
Rumour

Fill ‘er up
Leak

Rumours are that LG has
perfected a device for charging
a mobile phone that is 7cm away
and plan to bring it to market.
Rather than wireless induction
charging, this uses magnetic
resonance wireless charging
which allows a device to be
charged even when it is away
from a charger. LG may need to
hurry - Huawei, Oppo and Meizu
are all working on similar solutions.

Leaked discussions between
Apple and charging station
providers reveal that Apple is
exploring developing its own
network of charging points for
its heavily rumoured car. Apple is
also hiring people with specialist
charging experience, including
ex-BMW employees and Nan
Liu, an engineer who researched
a form of wireless charging for
electric vehicles.

Nomophobia
noun
The fear and anxiety of being
out of mobile phone contact.
Floordrobe
noun
A space typically found on a bedroom
floor where worn clothes are kept
when they are not quite ready to wash.
Wagile
noun
When software design teams slip
into a sequential Waterfall model of
development while maintaining they
are using Agile methods.
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End notes

Research in an agile world
page 6-13

allows payments in its 30,000 chat
bots’, TechCrunch, September 2016

For more on the key challenges
that Agile faces, including its lack
of predictability and the integration
of diverse skill sets into teams:
Cliff Gilley, ‘The Pros and Cons
of Agile Development’, User Voice,
February 2016

For those wanting to dig into
how Microsoft is executing its
‘conversational platform’, Gurdeep
Pall, CVP of Skype, has a worthwhile
blog to explore at blogs.microsoft.com.

There are some really good reasons
to go guerrilla - as well as some
pretty compelling reasons not
to: Nick Kellingley, ‘The Pros and
Cons of Guerrilla Research for your
UX Project’, Interaction Design
Foundation, 2015
For further thoughts on the place
both major methodologies maintain
in the business: Mary Lotz, ‘Waterfall
vs. Agile: Which is the Right
Development Methodology for
Your Project?’, Segue Technologies,
July 2013

Wanted: Chatbot
page 20-23
Videos and content from Facebook’s
F8 developers’ conference, can be
found at fbf8.com
David Marcus’ subsequent
appearance at DisruptSF in
September 2016 is worth noting,
too: ‘The problem was [that
chatbots] got really overhyped, very,
very quickly,’ he said. ‘The basic
capabilities we provided at the time
weren’t good enough to basically
replace traditional app interfaces
and experiences.’ For the full mea
culpa: Josh Constine and Sarah
Perez, ‘Facebook Messenger now
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If you would rather blame the user
for Redmond’s Tay debacle, there
is ample evidence that humans
really can be extremely unpleasant
to each other - all Tay did was copy
us: Davey Alba, ‘It’s Your Fault
Microsoft’s Teen AI Turned Into Such
a Jerk’, Wired, March 2016

Prescient, patient, atomic
page 16-19
Horace Deidu publishes regularly
on Apple’s performance at asymco.
com, complete with rigorous
scientific analysis and crisp charts.
His reasoned analysis is in stark
contrast to those of Morgan Stanley
analyst Katy Hubert or Andy
Hargreaves and Evan Wingren at
Pacific Crest, whose thoughts can
be found in the archives of http://
techinsider.io.
Trying to capture all the places
where Steve Jobs is quoted is as
sizeable a task as it is pointless,
but Forbes, Fortune and the New
Yorker are good places to source a
pithy excerpt, as is Walter Isaacson’s
biography. The fallout from the
disastrous launch of MobileMe
was well documented by Fortune,
including the memorable Jobs
tongue-lashing of the team, asking
them ‘Can anyone tell me what
MobileMe is supposed to do?’ When

one foolhardy person explained
the service’s aim, Jobs shot back:
‘So why the f*** doesn’t it do that?’
Analysis of the current iPhone 7 is
almost a widespread as quotes from
Jobs, but Benedict Evans’ Twitter
feed twitter.com/benedictevans is
insightful, broad and probing on the
recent products.

A sour taste
page 34-39
Headlines ratcheting up the rhetoric
against sugar aren’t in short supply,
but if you want to dig into them it’s
worth starting with Sean Poulter,
‘Sugar is ‘the new tobacco’’, Daily
Mail, January 2014
And the Guardian article by Haroon
Siddique, ‘Childhood obesity “an
exploding nightmare”, The Guardian,
January 2016
For a rather different take on the
situation, a report that, actually,
sugar consumption is in decline
by Rob Lyons and Christopher
Snowdon, ‘Sweet Truth: is there a
market failure in sugar’, Institute of
Economic Affairs, July 2015
The Government Office for
Science’s Foresight Programme
was responsible for ‘Tackling
obesities: Future choices’, predicting
the growth of obesity’, Government
Office for Science, October 2007
The report also included the obesity
map by ShiftN, which shows a
complex web of issues directly and
indirectly effecting our vulnerability
to weight gain: www.shiftn.com/
obesity/Full-Map.html
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